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They is the third-person plural personal pronoun (subjective case) in Modern English. It is also
used with singular meaning, sometimes to avoid specifying the gender of the person referred
to. Special uses - Singular - Generic - Etymology. they definition: 1. used as the subject of a
verb to refer to people, animals, or things already mentioned or, more generally, to a group of
people not clearly. They definition, nominative plural of he, she, and it1. See more.
Has someone ever asked you to refer to them as they instead of him or her? Are you hedging
because you can't possibly refer to one single person as they?. Directed by Robert Harmon.
With Laura Regan, Marc Blucas, Ethan Embry, Dagmara Dominczyk. A psychology student
finds all her childhood fears and.
they - Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and forum discussions. They definition: You use
they to refer to a group of people, animals, or things. Meaning, pronunciation, translations
and examples. An explanation of the use of them and they in different contexts.
The latest Tweets from THEY. (@unofficialTHEY). Drew Love & Dante Jones @
trapbobbybrown & @tefromthey Fireside OUT NOW. Define they. they synonyms, they
pronunciation, they translation, English dictionary definition of they. pron. 1. Used to refer to
the ones previously mentioned or.
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